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Systems Theory 
Hamiltonian Dynamics with External Forces and Observations 
A. J. van der Schaft 
Mathematics Institute, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands 
Abstract. In this paper a definition of a (nonlinear) Hamiltonian system 
with inputs and outputs is given, which generalizes both the definition of a 
linear Hamiltonian system with inputs and outputs and the differential 
geometric definition of a Hamiltonian vectorfield. Specialized to the case of 
Lagrangian systems this definition generates the Euler-Lagrange equations 
with external forces. Further interconnections of Hamiltonian systems are 
treated and the close relationship with network theory is showed. Finally the 
newly developed theory is applied to the study of symmetries and to a 
realization theory for Hamiltonian systems. It will be argued that this way of 
describing Hamiltonian systems can be extended to a broader class of 
physical systems. 
1. Introduction 
1. In most mathematical textbooks on classical mechanics nowadays great empha- 
sis is put on what is called analytical mechanics, i.e. mechanical systems which can 
be described without external influences, such as the solar system. They consider 
mechanical systems without forces; when forces are present (such as gravitation) 
they are assumed as coming from a potential field. By incorporating this potential 
in the system the enlarged system can be treated as a system without external 
forces. Although this operation from (conservative) forces to a potential function 
already seems to deserve careful attention, the idea of force as such is used only as 
• a remainder f om physics and is never fully exploited. Nevertheless, when we look 
at the older works on mechanics (see for instance [1, 2]), the concept of force is 
treated as one of the basic concepts of mechanics. Also from a practical point of 
view the possibility of exerting forces on a system is very basic and consequently 
in the more technical literature forces still have a very important place. 
Modern mathematics has given a very elegant set-up for the study of 
mechanical systems without external forces (see the books of Arnold [3] and 
Abraham & Marsden [4]). On the other side, mathematical systems theory 
provides an adequate conceptual framework for treating systems with inputs and 
outputs. For describing mechanical systems with external influences it seems 
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desirable to bring these approaches together. Already Brockett [5] has given an 
expos~ on how systems theory and mechanics might work together. In [6] Takens 
has given, from a different viewpoint, a model for describing mechanical, i.e. 
Lagrangian, systems with external forces. As is evident from these two references; 
it is not altogether clear how to formalize mechanical systems with external 
influences and partial observation of the state of the system. Willems ([7, 8]) has 
proposed a system theoretic framework which is more general and seems more 
useful than the usual input-output framework for treating physical systems. 
Although the input-output setting is very natural in the context of control theory, 
in the description of physical systems (where "physical" is interpreted in a broad 
sense) it is often not clear which of the external variables are the inputs and which 
are the outputs. Consider for instance an electrical network; one can sometimes 
describe it with the voltages as inputs and the currents as outputs, or vice versa. 
Therefore it seems desirable not to identify a priori which external variables 
constitute causes (inputs) and which constitute ffects (outputs). This can itself be 
regarded as a modelling question. 
2. We now give a typical example of a mechanical system, which illustrates and 
motivates the set-up of the following sections. 
Consider a pointmass m with position q~, influenced by a force F v According 
to Newton's econd law the relation between q~ and F l as functions of time t is 
given by 
m~l, = Fl. [1.1] 
We consider (1.1) as a state-space description of a mechanical system with 
input F~ and output equal to the position qv Note that we see F~ as a basic 
variable and that (1.1) really expresses a compatibility relation between the input 
functions Fl(t) and the output functions ql(t). 
Next we look at another mechanical system. Take a potential function V(q2 ). 
This defines a force F 2 as follows: 
dV 
F2 - dq (qz). [1.2] 
One can view this as a (memoryless) mechanical system which relates the 
variables F2(t ) and q 2(t). Note that it is now natural to see the position q 2 as the 
input and F 2 as the output. 
The mechanical systems (1.1) and (1.2) can be interconnected by setting 
q, = q2, F, = F 2. [1.3] 
(this can be regarded as Newton's third law). 
The resulting system has the form (setting q= q t = q 2 ) 
m~l + ~ (q) --- O. [1.4] 
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This is a mechanical system without inputs. As outputs we could take the 
dV 
position q, or the position q together with --~-o (q), which is now the internal 
force. Also the interconnection (1.3) has a special form. If we consider the space 
W = {(qt,F2,F,,q2)lqi~R , F i~R, i= l ,2}  = R 4 
with the natural symplectic form on it then the interconnection defines a 
lagrangian subspace of W (see for definitions § 3). With the aid of this we can see 
(1.3) as a memoryless mechanical system. Because the interconnection here is 
nonmixing (i.e. q t is only related to q2, Fi only to F2) we get the special form 
which is intimately related to Kirchhoff's laws (see § 6). 
3. The paper consists of the following parts. In § 2 we consider the general 
formulation of systems with external variables. In § 3 we give a short review of 
Hamiltonian mechanics such as treated in Arnold [3] and Abraham & Marsden 
[4]. In § 4 we give our definition of a Hamiltonian system in state space form with 
external variables. In § 5 we define as a special but important case Lagrangian 
systems. The Euler-Lagrange equations appear to fit very nicely in this frame- 
work. Interconnections of Hamiltonian and Lagrangian systems are treated in § 6. 
In § 7 we look at a realization theory for Hamiltonian systems. The linear case 
will be worked out. In § 8 we consider in our set-up the formulation of 
symmetries, a well known and important subject in the case without external 
variables. § 9 contains the conclusion. 
2. Differential Systems in State Space Form 
In this § we will give some general definitions of systems with external variables, 
which will be used in the following §§ in the special case of Hamiltonian systems. 
First we will give definitions for the very general case of systems without 
differential structure which were already stated in Willems [7]. 
Definition 2.1. Let W be a set, called the signal alphabet. Let T denote the time 
axis (mostly R or Z). An external dynamical system Y~e (on W) is a subset of'W T. 
So an external dynamical system simply consists of a set of functions from 
the time axis to W, the set of external variables (usually not finite). 
In the usual input-output framework we have an input alphabet U and a 
output alphabet Y, and moreover there is a function F from the set of input 
functions Ur to the set of output functions yT (F is called the input-output map). 
If we now define W=U×Y then it is easily seen that the set ((u(.),(Fu)(-))lu(-): 
T-, U } C W a- defines a system in the sense of def. 2.1. 
In our more general case we do not assume ab initio that we can split the 
external variables in a set of inputs and a set of outputs, which are causally 
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related to the inputs. We merely assume that not all functions of the time axis to 
W occur, i.e. we assume that there are dynamical compatibility relations between 
the external variables. 
In most situations we are not satisfied with such a description of a system 
only in external terms. We want to have a "model" of the system which in some 
sense explains, through some internal dynamical mechanism, the external behav- 
ior of the system. Moreover we may hope that such a model gives a better insight 
in the structure of the system. Therefore we introduce a set X of variables, called 
the state variables, who can be thought of expressing the memory (state) of the 
system. Following [7] we can do this as follows. Let R be a relation on (i.e. a 
subset of) AXB. We define R A as the projection of R on A, and R B the 
projection of R on B. Then the relation R is said to be a product relation if 
R=R A ×R B. Now let R be a relation on (i.e. a subset of) AXB×C.  We will call 
R(x2=b ) := ((xl ,x3)l(xl ,b,x3)ER) the relation R conditioned by {x 2 =b}. We will 
say that x~ and x 3 are independent given x2, or equivalently that x 2 splits x I and 
x 3 if, for all bEB,  R(x2=b~ is a product relation on A×C.  
These notions are easily generalized to relations on sets of the form II A r 
r~r  
with F an arbitrary index set. In fact, we can now give the definition of a system 
in state space form. 
Definition 2.2. Let W and T be as before (think of T as R), and let X be a set, 
Called the state space. A dynamical system in state space form is defined as a 
system Y on X×W which satisfies the axiom: 
(A): x(t)splits (x(~'),w(~-); ~-<t} and {x(~'),w(-r); z_>t). 
Explicitly, if (xi, w i) ~ X, i = 1,2, and x t(t) = x 2(t), then also (x, w) E Y, with (x, w) 
defined by 
f (X l , Wl )("/" ) for T<t  
L(x2,w2)(, ) t. 
A system in state space form defines in a natural way a system on W as follows: 
Definition 2.3. The system •e ;= (W[::[X such that (x,w) E Y.} is called the external 
behavior of Y. and Y. is called a (state space) representation (or realization) of X e. 
Now we turn to the definition which shall be used mainly in the following §§. We 
assume a certain smoothness of our systems. Then the following definition is very 
appeahng. 
Definition 2.4. A differential system in state space form is described by: 
(i) smooth manifolds X, W (smooth always means C°°). 
(ii) a smooth bundle ,r: B-,  X. 
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(iii) a smooth map f: B ~ TX X W for which the diagram 
f 
B - TX×W 
X 
commutes. 
Now the system itself is defined by X := {(x,w): R -, X X W lx absolute continu- 
ous and (X(t),w(t))G f(~r-I(x(t))) a.e.} and will be denoted by Z(X, W, B, f). It is 
useful to think of ¢r-t(x) as the input space when the system is in state x. Note 
that this input space is dependent on the state x. Only when the bundle ¢;: B--, X 
is trivial, i.e. B = X X U for a manifold U this is not the case. When we think of 
forces working in a point x E X this state dependence of the inputspace is very 
natural. The case of only one vectorfield on a manifold X is easily recovered as 
can be seen from the following definition. 
Def in i t ion  2.5. An autonomous differential system in state space form (i.e., 
autonomous interpreted as without inputs) is a system ]~(X, W, B, f) where the 
fibres of B consist of only one point. 
If we denote the local coordinates of X by x, the local coordinates of W by w 
and the local coordinates of the fibres of B by u we could equivalently describe 
our system as 
= g(x,u), w=h(x ,u ) .  [2.1] 
where g and h are smooth maps. 
Of course, in most situations we would like to have that B is a "nice" 
subbundle of TX x W. The following assumptions have a good interpretation: 
(i) the matrix ( ~ 3g / has maximal rank. 
l 
(ii) the matrix -~u has maximal rank. 
Condition (i) implies that f (B )CTX×W projected on TX is a regular 
subbundle of TX. So there are no "singularities". Condition (ii) implies that 
locally we can "solve" for the inputs. The implicit function theorem tells us 
that locally we can find coordinates w= (wl, w 2) for W and a map la such that 
w = h(x, u) is replaced by 
w2 = f i (x ,w, )  
i.e., we can interpret some external variables as (local) inputs! However, to cover 
all situations, we should relax our assumptions somewhat and assume only that f: 
B - ,TX  X W is an injective immersion. To avoid technical difficulties, we will 
make in the following §§ the somewhat stronger assumption that f(B) is a 
(regular) submanifold of TX x W. 
In terms of definition 2.4, we can define the notions of feedback equivalence 
and of minimality. 
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Definition 2.6. The systems Y.,(X, W, B, f) and Y~2(X, W, B', f') are feedback equiv- 
alent if there exists a bundle diffeomorphism F: B--, B' such that the diagram 
f, 
B', B - TX×W 
When constructing a realization for an external system, it is often desirable to 
keep the state space as small as possible. This minimality of the realization is 
defined as follows (see also [7]). 
Definition 2.7. Let ~(X, W, B, f) and Y/(X', W, B', f') be two differential systems. 
Then we say ~ '< Y. if there exist surjeetive submersions cp: X--, X', ~: B--, B' such 









commutes .  
Y~ is called equivalent with Z' (denoted Z ~ ~/) if qo and ~ are diffeomorphisms. 
We call 1~ minimal if: Z'--- Z = Y/~ Y~. 
3. A Short Review of Hamiitonian Mechanics 
In this paragraph we will review very briefly the main notions of Hamiltonian 
mechanics which will be used in the following ~.  Most of this is treated in great 
detail in [3] or [4]. 
1. Basic to the description of Hamihonian systems is a smooth manifold M 
(think of the phase space) with a 2-form w which satisfies: 
(i) w is nondegenerate; i.e., for every 0~XETxM there exists YETxM such 
that wx(X, Y) ~ 0. 
(ii) ~0 is a closed 2-form; i.e., dw =0. w is called a symplectic form. 
From (i) it follows that M is necessarily an even dimensional manifold. From (i) 
and (ii) it can be deduced that there are local coordinates qt ... . .  qn, P~ .... .  pn for 
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M (we take M 2n-dimensional) such that 
n 
= ]~ dqi AdPi. [3.1] 
i= l  
This is known as Darboux's theorem. (M, ~) is called a symplectic manifold. 
A vectorfield X: M ~ TM is a locally Hamiltonian vectorfield iff Lx~0 = 0, 
where Lx~ is the Lie derivative of ~o with respect o X (most times we will drop 
the prefix "locally"). From the formulation Lx~o=ixd~o+dix~0 (with 
ixa(Y~ .... .  Yk):=a(X,Y~ .... .  Yk) for a (k+ 1)-form a) and the closedness of ~ it 
follows that Lx~0 = 0 is equivalent to dixo~ = 0. Then Poincarffs lemma gives 
that, at least locally, there exists a function H: M ~ R such that 
ix~ = dH. [3.2] 
If we write this out in the local coordinates of expression (3.1), we obtain from 
(3.2) the usual expressions for a Hamiltonian vectorfield: 
aH 
dli = OPi 
l~ i _ ~n 
Oqi 
i= l , . - - ,n .  [3.31 
The most typical example of a symplectic manifold is a cotangent bundle. Let 
T*Q be a cotangent bundle (think of Q as the configuration space), then we can 
define a natural 1-form O on T*Q as follows: 
Take aE  T*Q, X E T,(T*Q), and let ~r denote the projection of T*Q on Q. 
Then we define 
0~(X) -- a(cr,(X)) [3.4] 
In local coordinates 0 = ~ Pidqi, where qi are local coordinates for Q, and Pi the 
i 
coordinates of the fibres of T*Q. 0 is called the canonical 1-form on T*Q. 
It is easy to check that o~ := -dO is a symplectic form on T*Q which in local 
coordinates i equal to ~ dqi Adpu 
i 
Instead of the definition of a Hamiltonian vectorfield in terms of Lx~ =0, we 
will take another equivalent point of view which is more appropriate to our 
framework. For this we need the notion of a lagrangian submanifold. 
Definition 3.1. A submanifold N of a symplectic manifold (M,~) is called 
lagrangian if: 
(i) ,.,(X,Y)~'0 VX, YETN.  
(ii) N has maximal dimension; it can be deduced from (i) that the maximal 
dimension is half the dimension of M. 
Related are the definitions of isotropic and co-isotropic submanifolds. 
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Definition 3.2. 
a. A submanifold N of (M, ~) is called isotropic if ~0(X,Y)=0 VX, YETN (so a 
lagrangian submanifold is also an isotropic submanifold). 
b. A submanifold N of (M, oa) is called co-isotropic f (TN) + CTN, where (TN) ± 
is the orthogonal complement of TN with respect o ~0, i.e. for x EN 
(T~N) L := (X~T~MI~a(X,Y)=O, YY~T~N}. 
In this language N is isotropic amounts to saying that TN C(TN)"  and N is 
lagrangian is equivalent with TN =(TN) ' .  
Now we can given an alternative, but equivalent definition of a Hamiltonian 
vectorfeld as follows (see Tulczyjew [9] and Hermann [10]). Let (M,o~) be a 
symplectic manifold. Because oa is nondegenerate i  defines a bundle isomorphism 
from TM to T*M by setting 
~(X) := ~0(X, - )  forX ~ TM. [3.5] 
T*M is a cotangentbundle, so it has the 1-form O defned above (3.4). Then ~*0 is 
a 1-form on TM and d~*0 is a symplectic form on TM which we shall denote by 
~b. We can calculate ~b in local coordinates as follows. Take local coordinates 
q l , ' "  ",qn, P l , ' " ,Pn  for M such that ~0= Zdqi Adpi. 
i 
Now we can construct coordinates for TM. Let f: M ~ R then define f: 
TM --, R as 
f(vp) = dfp(vp) [3.6] 
with vpE TM (~r(vp)= pC M, ~r projection of TM on M). Then one can see that 
(q i, " " ",q n, P l , '"  " ,Pn, q J, "'" ,q n '  ]51 ' "  " " ' lSn)  forms a coordinate system for TM, 
and that ~ defined above has in these coordinates the form 
& = 3~idqi Adp i +dq i  Adl5 i [3.71 
(which explains the notation ~b). 
Now we can give 
Definition 3.3. A vectorfield X: M-~ TM is called Hamiltonian if the graph of X 
is a lagrangian submanifold of (TM, ~,) 
Remark. One can check that this definition is equivalent to Lx~o =0 (see [9]). 
2. A special but important case of a Hamiltonian vectorfield is, what we shall call 
a little misleadingly a Lagrangian vectorfield. In this case we must start with a 
cotangentbundle M =T*Q (Q is the confgurationspace) with the 1-form 0 defined 
by (3.4). Analogous to the construction of ~b we can now define a 1-form denoted 
by 0 on T(T*Q) as follows (see [9]). 0 is a 1-form on T 'Q,  so we can also see 0 as a 
function on T(T*Q) which we, for clearness' sake denote by the notation t~. So 
t~(X) := 0(X) for X ~ T(T*Q). Furthermore, when we have an arbitrary manifold K 
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then on TTK there is defined a natural involution (see [9]). If (x,~) are coordi- 
nates for TK then we denote coordinates for T(TK) by (x,~,$x,$~). Then the 
involution - is given by 
- :  (x,X, ax, 8~) ~ (x, 8x,~, 8X). [3.81 
Now we define/~ by 
(X) := X(0 ) for X E TT(T*Q). [3.9] 
In local coordinates/~ is given by (qi,Pi are coordinates for T'Q), 0 = X. Pidqi + 
1 
Pidqi (see [9]). 
Definition 3.4 (see [9]). A vectorfield X: T*Q ~ T(.T*Q) is a Lagrangian vectorfield 
if there exists a function L: TQ~R such that O restricted to the graph of X in 
T(T*Q) is equal to dL. 
Remark. So the graph of X is a lagrangian submanifold of (T(T*Q),d/~). 
In local coordinates def. 3.4 says that 
OL OL 
X lbidqii + Pidqi = ~i O-~qi dqi +-~qi dqi 
which is equivalent to 
OL 
Pi = Oq i [3.10] 
OL 
15i = Oq i. [3.11] 
Eq. (3.10) is the Legendre transformation, and (3.10) substituted in (3.11) gives 
for a solution of the differential equations: 
d [OL)  OL 
dt ~ Oqi Oq i - O, the Euler-Lagrange quations (without external forces). 
[3.12] 
3. Lagrangian submanifolds have a nice interpretation i local coordinates. Let N 
be a lagrangian submanifold of (M, to). Because dto = 0 there exists locally a 
1-form a such that to = da. N is lagrangian, so to = da restricted to N is zero. 
From this it follows that (locally) there exists a function V: N-~ R such that 
a = dV on N. Assume for example that to = Eidqi Adpi, a = XiqidPi and that N 
can be parametrized by Pp" ' ,Pn .  Then we can see V as a function from 
(Pl,"" ",Pn) to R, and N is described (locally) by 
N=((p l , . . - ,pn ,  q t , . . . ,qn) lq i=0-~i} .  [3.13] 
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So N is the graph of the function 
OV . . .  OV ) 
Op I ' , Op n 
= dV. 
We will now state two lemmas which will be used in the following §§ (for a proof 
see [4]) 
Lemma 3.5. Let ~p: T*Q--,T*Q be a diffeomorphism which preserves the fibres of 
T'Q, and moreover let ~p be a symplectomorphism, i.e. cp*w = w ( w = -dO where 0 
is the 1-form defined by 3.4), then there exists a diffeomorphism qJ: Q--, Q and a 
closed 1-form a on Q such that in local coordinates cp is given by 
(q,p) --, (+- ' (q) ,  +*(p+ a)). 
{p 
Lemma 3.6. Let qp: T*Q--,T*Q be a diffeomorphism which preserves 0 (see 3.4), 
i.e. ¢p*O = O, then ~p preserves fibres of T*Q and there exists a diffeomorphism ~/: 
Q--, Q such that cp = ik* 
4. Hamiltonian Systems in State Space Form 
For the definition of a Hamiltonian system we need the following extra structure 
on our differential system in state space form Z(M, W, B, f) (see §2): 
f ¢r 2 
B .TMXW -W 
w~X'XM~vr  M ~ M  [4.1] 
(i) M is a manifold with symplectic form w (2n-dimensional). 
(ii) W is a manifold with a symplectic form denoted by o~ e ("e" from 
external). W is 2m-dimensional. 
As we have seen in § 3, the symplectic form w on M induces a symplectic form on 
TM, denoted by ~b. Now we can make TM ×W into a symplectic manifold by 
defining the symplectic form 
f~:= ¢r~b-  ¢r~w ¢ onTMXW.  
We can now turn to the definition: 
Definition 4.1 (a,b). 
(a) Y~(M,W, B, f) with M and W symplectic is called full Hamiltonian if f(B) 
is a lagrangian submanifold of (TM ×W, f~) 
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(b) E(M,W,B, f )  is called degenerate Hamiltonian (M and W are symplectic) 
if there exists a full Hamiltonian system E' (M,W,B' , f ' )  such that f(B) is a 
submanifold of f'(B'). 
Remark. Definition 4.1 (b) amounts to saying that f(B) is an isotropic submani- 
fold of (TM×W,  t2), which has a nice position in TMKW.  We call a system 
E(M, W, B, f) autonomous Hamiltonian if it is autonomous in the sense of def. 2.5 
and Hamiltonian in the sense of def. 4.1 (b). 
In local coordinates definition 4.1 (a, b) gives the following 
Proposition 4.2. 
(a) Let X(M,W,B, f )  full Hamiitonian then there exist coordinates (q l , " ' ,qn ,  
Pl, " "" ,Pn) for M and coordinates (wl, • • - ,W2m) for W and (locally) a function 
H(ql, " "" ,qn, P l , ' "  " ,Pn, Wl, " " " ,win) such that the system is described by" 
OH OH i= 1, . . .  ,n [4.2] 
qi = OPi' Pi -- 0q i 
and 
OH 
j = 1 , . . . ,m [4.3] Wm+ j = Cj ;~,xr 
with cj = ± 1. 
(b) I f  E(M,W,B, f )  is degenerate Hamiltonian, then the system is also locally 
described by (4.2) and (4.3), but not all the wj, j = 1 , . . .  ,m in equation (4.3) are 
free. More exactly if dim B= 2n+k,  with k-<m, then k of those wi's are free. 
Remark. (i) The free wj's w i th j<m in expression (4.2) can be considered as the 
local inputs. The other wj's can be considered as the local outputs. 
(ii) If the cj's are not all + 1, we have what is called in network theory a 
hybrid representation. 
Proof. (a) We know from § 3 that there exist local coordinates 
(ql ,"  " " ,qn, P l , " ""  ,Pn, Ch,""" ,qn, Pl, " " " ,Pn) for TM 
and (qel, • • • ,q¢ m, q%+ l , " "  ,'~¢2m) for W such that in these coordinates 
= Y.iddli/~ dpi - dlSi A dqi - Y.j d'g,j A dqem+ j. 
Because B is a bundle over M and diagram 4.1 commutes, fiB) can be 
parametrized by (ql ,"" "',qn, Pl," " " ,Pn) and m of the coordinates qei, i=  1,. • • ,2m 
of W, not necessarily q¢~,... ,VCm" Call these coordinates w~,. . .  ,Wm, and denote 
the rest of the qei's by wm+~,'",W2m such that if w j=w k for j<m,  then 
Wm+j =qem+k or ~k-m, dependent on the case that k- -m,  or k>m.  
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An easy extension of eq. (3.13) gives us now the the equations (4.2) and (4.3). 
(b) If Y(M, W, B, f) is degenerate Hamiltonian we can describe f(B) as a submani-  
fold of a manifold which is locally given by equation (4.2) and (4.3). Because B is 
a bundle over M and diagram 4.1 commutes we still have full freedom in the 
(ql, " " " ,qn, Pl, " " " ,Pn) variables, but not in the (wl,.  • • ,win) variables. [] 
A very interesting characterization of a Hamiltonian system is given by the 
following. Take a system X CK T with K a manifold. Let k: T--, K be an element 
of X (a path in K). We define a variation 3k: T - ,TK  as follows: Let kn: T - - ,K  be 
a sequence of paths in K (k ,E  Z) which converges to k, i.e., k,(t) --, k(t) for almost 
every t E T. Then this defines for almost t ET  an element of TK  denoted by 3k(t). 
Now we can give 
Theorem 4.3. / f  Y~(M, W, B, f) is ( full or degenerate) Hamiltonian, then the system 
Y. C (M × W) "r generated by Y.(M, W, B, f) satisfies: 
_tyt 2 32w(t))dt = (3Ix(t2) '  32X(t2)) _  x't,,(31X(tl) ' 32X(tl))" 
[4.4] 
for all t t, t 2 E T, for all (x(.), w(- )) ~ Y and for all variations (61 x(. ), 3 tw(. )) and 
(32 x(. ), 32w ( • )) at (x(-), w(. )) to Y. 
Proof. We can consider def. 4.1 (a,b) as the infinitesimal version (t~-,  t 2) of 
(4.4). This can be seen as follows. 
x(tl) can be transported to x(t2). So there is a vectorfield X: M --, TM with the 
graph of X in f(B) C TM × W projected on TM, which carries x(t 1 ) over in x(t 2 ). 
Now we deduce (see § 2, eq. 3.5-3.7): 
X*~b X*(d~*8)  dX*(~ '0)  * ) = = = dix~0 = Lx~ 
where at . )  we use the general fact that when a: K -, T 'K ,  then a*O = a (8 is the 
canonical 1-form on T 'K ) .  So we obtain (with some abuse of notation) 
Lx~0 - ( :  = 0 
from which (4.4) readily follows. [] 
Remark 1. The inverse statement of theorem 4.3 has some difficulties. With the 
same arguments as in the proof of th. 4.3. we can deduce that if (4.4) holds, then 
necessarily 
Ir~'d0 - ~r~'~0 c - 0 on f(B). 
But, as can be seen from the definition of a Hamiltonian system, this 
condition is not enough to ensure that E(M,W, B, f) is Hamiltonian. Only when 
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we also assume that dim (B) - -d imM+ 1/2. dimW, we know that this condition 
implies that y is full Hamiltonian. It seems that these problems are tied up with 
such concepts as minimality, local weak controllability and local weak observabil- 
ity (see for the last two concepts Hermann & Krener [11]. In fact we conjecture 
that when Y~(M, W, B, f) is a minimal degenerate Hamiltonian system then y is full 
Hamiltonian if and only if Y. is in some sense controllable (see for a proof [21]). 
Remark 2. Equation (4.4) is a very powerful kind of variational principle. Notice 
that while most variational principles in the literature (see Leipholz [12]) allow 
only variations over the q-variables, eq. (4.4) uses variations over the whole set of 
w-variables. When we assume that these w-variables can be interpreted as the 
q-variables and the F-variables (the external forces), then we could also allow 
only variations over the F-variables. This seems to correspond to what is called 
the principle of complementary virtual work (see [12]). All these questions related 
with eq. (4.4) are under investigation (see also § 9). 
Remark 3. It seems useful to define the energy of the system given in proposition 
4.2. as the function tZI(q~, •• • ,q,, Pl, " " ",Pn, win+ 1,""  ,w2m), which is defined as 
the Legendre transform of H(ql , - . . ,q~, P l , ' " ,P , ,  %"  ",win) with respect o 
(%, . - .  ,win) (see also [5]). Then we obtain: 
d -  m d 
d-~H(q,, ,qn, P,, ,P~, Wm+l , ,W2m) "7"7( ) . . . . . .  . . . .  - -  W~ (lt -Wm+i -  
i= l  
d 
(~- denotes time derivative along the trajectories generated by (4.2)). When we 
interpret Wl, • • • ,w m as the external forces, and Wm+~, • • • ,w2m as the positions, 
then the right part of this equation equals the instantaneous work exerted on the 
system. Hence, the change of energy is equal to the external instantaneous work. 
5. Lagrangian Systems 
Although the Hamiltonian formulation of classical mechanics has the advantage 
of perfect duality between the q-variables and the p-variables, the Lagrangian 
formulation in the (q,q)-space is certainly more obvious for most practical 
problems. Also, phenomena like friction can be better described from the 
Lagrangian point of view. 
Historically the Lagrangian framework was built up with external forces. The 
general form of the Euler-Lagrange equations i not 
d--t ~qi - 0 but ~- 3qi 
where Fi's are the external forces. We shall see how this fits very naturally in our 
framework. We start with a system Y.(M,W, B, f) (in the sense of def. 2.4) where 
M and W are symplectic manifolds of a special kind, namely cotangent bundles. 
So we have M--T*Q and W---T*Y (think of Q as the configurationspace, and Y 
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as the outputspace), and on T*Q is defined the canonical 1-form O, and on T*Y is 
defined the canonical 1-form O e (see (3.4)). The 1-form O on T*Q induces the 
1-form/~ on T(T*Q) (see (3.9)). Now on T(T*Q)× T*Y we can define the 1-form 
(9 :--Tr~/~- ~r2*O e (with rq and ~r 2 the projections of T(T*Q)×T*Y on T(T*Q), 
resp. T'Y). It is clear that dO is a symplectic form on T(T*Q)×T*Y. Now we 
can define, quite analogous to def 3.4, Lagrangian systems as follows. 
Definition 5.1. Z(T*Q,T*Y,B,f) is called a Lagrangian system if f(B) is a 
lagrangian_ submanifold of (T(T*Q)×T*Y,d®) and moreover there exists a 
function L: TQ×Y-- ,R such that O restricted to f(B) is equal to di.. 
Remark. Def. 5.1 implies that a Lagrangian system is a special kind of a 
Hamiltonian system. 
The usual notion of a Lagrangian system we obtain by the following 
specialization of def. 5.1: 
Proposition 5.2. Let E(T*Q,T*Y,B,f) be a Lagrangian system. Let (q l , ' ' ' ,qn ,  
ql ,""" ,qn) be coordinates for TQ and let (Yl,""" ,Yk, F1,""" ,Fk) be coordinates for 
T*Y. Now assume that the outputfunction h: TQ--, Y represents the partial observa- 
tion of the configuration of the system, i.e., 
(q l , ' " "  ,qn ,q l , " " "  ,t in)h[-~)(Yl,""" ,Yk) ---- (q l , " "  ,qk) (k-<n) • 
Then we obtain the equations 
d(0L) 
d--t ~ Oqi - Fi' i = 1 , . . .  ,k 
-~ Oq i -- 0, i = k + 1,.- -  ,n. 
Proof. Because E(T*Q,T*Y, B, f) is a Lagrangian system there exists a function 
1.: TQ×Y -, R such that, restricted to f(B), O =dL.  So in coordinates we obtain: 
EPldql +pidqi  - Y.jFjdyj =dL  on f(B). 
i 
Now we define L(q, dt):=I.(q,q,h(q,q) ) and use the assumption that y j=qj ,  
j = 1, • • • ,k. Then we obtain 
k 
IOidqi + PidCh- E Fjdqj = ~ _~qi dq iOL  +-~qi d i,i~L 
i= l  j= l  i=l  
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and so 
OL 
Pi - -  O¢li 
OL 




-~  i= l , . . . , k  
-0  i=k+l , . . . ,n .  
**) 
Now substituting * ) (the Legendre transformation) in * * ) gives eq. (5.1). [] 
Remark 1. Formulas (5.1) are easily generalized in the case that h: TQ- - ,Y  is of 
a less special form. 
Remark 2. The definition of a Lagrangian system (def. 5.1) has a very historical 
interpretation. We could interpret he condition 
~r~/~ -- rr2*0 ~ =dL  on f(B) 
as an abstract formulation of Hamil ton's  principle, most stated as 
m~lSq I t2 -mqSq [t, = f t2(  ST+ 8Ae)dt  
"t / 
[5.21 
(see [2]), where It denotes evaluation on time t, A~ is the external work on the 
system, and T is the kinetical energy. In the case where there are also (conserva- 
tive) internal forces, 8T becomes 8L (with L = T -V  and V the potential function 
0L 
which gives the internal forces) and mq becomes 0--q" 
6. lnterconnections of Hamiltonian Systems 
As we have already seen in the Introduction (§ 1) interconnection of Hami l tonian 
systems is frequently encountered. 
Definition 6.1 (a,b). Let (W i, o~), i=  1 , . - .  ,k be symplectic manifolds. Then 
(W~ x . . .  ×Wk,  ~'7~0~ + "" " + * ~ • r koJ k) is a symplectic manifold (Tr i are the canoni- 
cal projections of Wj × . . -  ×W k on Wi). 
An interconnection f (W i)i= I,---,k is a submanifold I C W I × • -- × W k. 
(a) An interconnection ICW 1 ×. . .  ×W k is full Hamiltonian if I is a 
lagrangian submanifold of (W I × . . .  × W k, ,r~0~ + . . .  + trk~0k)* ~ 
(b) An interconnection I is called degenerate Hamiltonian if I is a co-isotropic 
submanifold of (W I X • • • × Wk, ~r~'c0~ + • -. + ,r k*~0k). * 
Again we can define a more special version: 
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Definition 6.2. Let (T*Yi, Oie), i = 1 , - . .  ,k be cotangent bundles, with 0i ~ the 
canonical 1-forms. Then (T*Y l × .. • ×T*Yk,  7r~'0~ + . .- + 7r~0f,) is a special 
kind of a symplectic manifold. The symplectic form is a := d(~r~'0~ + . . -  + Ir~'O~). 
An interconnection I C T*Y~ × . . .  ×T*Y  k is (full or degenerate) Lagrangian if I 
e is (full or degenerate) Hamiltonian and moreover ~rf'0~ + • • • + ~r k 0 k restricted to 
I is exact. 
Remark. We have defined full Hamiltonian (Lagrangian) interconnections as 
memoryless (i.e. without state space) Harniltonian (Lagrangian) systems. 
In practice we encounter mostly a further specialized version of a Hamilto-  
nian interconnection. Because of its intimate relation with the Kirchhoff 's laws in 
network theory we state separately 
Definition 6.3. A Lagrangian interconnection I is called a Kirchhoff  intercon- 
e nection if ~rf'0~ + • • • + ~r k O k restricted to I is zero. 
To see what all these definitions amount to, we begin with the Kirchhoff  
interconnection and assume for simplicity that we have only two manifolds 
ml 
W l = T*Y 1 and W 2 = T*Y 2. We have local coordinates uch that 0 r = ~ ulidYi I 
j= l  
nl  2 
and 0~ = ~ 2 2 ujdyj . Assume further m~ -> m 2 and that the interconnection I c W~ 
j -~l 
× W 2 is full and can be parametrized by ~ 2 (Yi, uj ), i = 1, - - -  ,ml, j = 1 , . . -  ,m 2. Then 
we state 
Proposition 6.4. I is full Kirchhoff interconnection ~ there exists a function cp: 
YI - '  Y2 such that 
I=  ( (y ' ,u l ,y2 ,u2)ET*Y ,  ×T*Y21y2 = q~(y'), qv* (uZ)=-u '} .  
(The proof of this is in fact an extension of lemma 3.6.) 
So we have here that I is, what is called in network theory, nonmixing, i.e., y2 is 
only related to yl, u 2 is only related to u j. Moreover, we see that the relation 
between u 2 and u I is linear. 
An even more special case is when W 1 = Yl × U1 and W2~ Y2 × U2, and when not 
m I iTI 2 m 2 
2 only ~ ulidyi' + ~ uj dyj 2 but also the dual 1-form ~ yi l duli-1- 2 2 2 yj duj are 
i= l  j= l  i= l  j= l  
zero restricted to I. It follows from the proposit ion above that the Kirchhoff  
interconnection in this case is necessarily (total) linear, i.e. there exists a linear 
map A such that y2 = Ayl and u 1 = - ATu 2. These are exactly K i rchhof fs  laws! 
(see also Brayton [13], Hermann [14]) 
When the interconnection is only Lagrangian we obtain the following 
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Proposition 6.5. I is a full Lagrangian interconnection iff there exists cp: Yl --" Y2 
and (locally) V: Yi-- '  R such that 
I = {(y l ,u l ,y2 ,u2)  ~ T*YI ×T*Y21Y2 = ~(Yt) ,  u I +dV(y  L) = cp*(u 2) }. 
(This is in fact an extension of lemma 3.5.) 
As we would expect, interconnection of Hamil tonian systems results in 
another Hamil tonian system. 
Theorem 6.6. Let ~i(Mi,Wi,Bi , f i ) ,  i=  1,- • • ,k be Hamiltonian systems, intercon- 
nected by a Hamiltonian interconnection I C W t X • • • X W k. The resulting system is 
a Hamiltonian system Y.I(MI X . . .  XMk,W 1 × . . .  XWk,BI , f l ) .  
Proof (sketch). We can construct the product system, denoted by E(MI 
X - . .  ×Mk,W 1X - . .  XWk,Bx , fx ) ,  of ~i(Mi,Wi,Bi , f i ) ,  i= l , . . .  ,k as follows. 
Let x=(x~, . - -  ,Xk)EM ~ X - - -  X M k. Because ~ri: B i --, Mi are fibre bundles there 
exist neighborhoods U i CM i of x~ such that ~r~-~(U~)~U~ XF~, where F~ is the so 
called standard fibre. Now define B× locally as rrz: (U IX  . . .  XUk)X(F  t 
X - - .  XFk)~U I X - - .U  k. Next define fx :  B× --,T(M 1X . - .  XMk)X(W 1 
X . ' -XWk)  locally as fx :=( f~, ' "  ",fk)- Then it is easy to see that when 
Xi(Mi,Wi,Bi , f i )  are Hamiltonian then Y.(M I X - . .  X Mk ,W | X . - -  XWk,Bx ,  fx ) 
is Hamihonian (with the usual symplectic forms on M 1 X - . .XM k and W t 
X - - .  XWk). Construct B I and fx such that restricted to W l X - - .  XW k f i (B i ) - -  
fx (Bx  )D I  (of course we assume that fx (Bx  )D I  is again a manifold). Now it is 
clear that the interconnected system Y.I(MI X " ' "  XMk,W 1 X " ' "  XWk,B I , f I )  
satisfies f l (B i )C f×(Bx)  and so by def. 4.1 Y~I (M1X- . -XMk,  W1 
X • • • X Wk,  f~, BI) is a Hamiltonian system. [] 
Remark 1. Usually interconnection of Hamiltonian systems results in a Hamil-  
tonian system which is more degenerate then the original systems. For example, 
when •i(Mi,Wi, B i, fi) are full Hamiltonian systems, and I C W I X - . .  X W k is a 
full Hamiltonian interconnection then Y~I(MI x - - .  XMk,W | X . . .  XWk,B i , f i )  
satisfies d imf i (B l )=d imMi  X . . -XMk,  so Y~I is nearly an autonomous system 
(see def. 2.5) 
Remark 2. If full Hamiltonian systems Ei(Mi ,Wi,Bi , f i )  are interconnected by a 
degenerate Hamiltonian interconnection one could ask if it is possible to reduce 
the space of external variables W~ X • • • X W k such that the interconnected system 
is full Hamiltonian w.r.t, to this reduced external space. Indeed, following 
Weinstein [15], one can show that if I is co-isotropic then, at least locally, this is 
possible. 
7. Realization Theory for Hamiitonian Systems 
An important topic in mathematical  systems theory is the realization problem. 
The central question is how we can derive from a system in external form (see § 2) 
a system in state space form which has the same external behavior as the original 
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system. A second, related, question is how the structure of the external system can 
be mirrored in the structure of the state space system. In the case of Hamiltonian 
systems we should like to know which conditions the behavior of the external 
system has to satisfy in order that it is possible to construct a Hamiltonian 
realization, i.e. a system in state space form as defined in def. 4.1 (a, b). Because a
realization theory for nonlinear systems is still in development, we will look first 
at the special case of linear Hamiltonian systems (see also the Conclusion). 
While a realization theory for linear input-output systems is well-known (see 
[16]), the theory for the more general inear systems as defined in § 2 is new. 
Because a full treatment of this subject is out of the scope of this paper, we will 
state only some results. Linear external systems 2¢ are of the following form: 
where W is a linear space and P is a polynomial matrix. After Laplace transfor- 
mations we obtain the following system in frequency domain: Y.~ = (w: S 2 --, W c I 
P(s)w(s) = 0 Vs E S 2 }, where S 2 is the Riemannsphere and W c the complexification 
of W. So we can look at our system as a "fibre bundle" over S 2 with fibre at s the 
kernel of P(s) (the dimension of the fibres is not necessarily constant). A 
realization of Ee consists of a 4-tuple (A,B,C,D} such that the external behavior 
of the system 
= Ax  + Bu 
w = Cx + Du [7. l ] 
is equal to Y.e (u is the input). One can derive the following (see Willems [7]) 
Theorem 7.1. 
(a) Let E i = {Ai,Bi,Ci,Di}, i= 1,2, both be minimal realizations of Y'e; then 
there exists a unique nonsingular matrix S such that 
((x(.),w(.))) s, (Sx(.),w(.)) 
(b) All minimal realizations (A,B,C,D) of Y~e with rank ( B )=m may be 
I ) obtained from any minimal realization (A,B,C,D} with rank D =m by the 
feedback group 
F,S,R 
{A,B,C,D} I-~ (S (A+BF IS - ' ,SBR, (C+DF)S- ' ,DR) .  
detS~0 
detR:~O 
We now turn to the realization of linear Hamiltonian systems. 
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Proposition 7.2. A linear system ~. = {A,B,C,D} is (full or degenerate) Hamilto- 
nian (see def. 4.1(a, b)) iff 
ATJ + JA = 0 
BTj + DrJeC = 0 
CrJ~C = 0 
DTJeD = 0 [7.2] 
where J and J~ are linear symplectic forms on the linear spaces M resp. W. E is full 
(degenerate) Hamiltonian iff dim D = 1/2. dim W (dim D <- 1/2 dim W). 
Proof. Write out def. 4.1 (a,b) for the system ~=Ax+Bu, w=Cx+Du and note 
that you may apply feedback to obtain (7.2) [] 
We now look for necessary and sufficient conditions on the external system, 
i.e. P(s), in order that it is possible to realize P(s) with matrices {A,B,C,D} 
satisfying (7.2). Therefore we introduce on W c a symplectic form ~0~ as follows: 
to~:(wl,w2) := w~J~w2, [7.3] 
where J~ is a symplectic form on W and • denotes the Hermitian conjugate. First 
we give for the full Hamiltonian case the following theorem which we state 
without proof: 
Theorem 7.3. I f  Ker P(s) is lagrangian with respect o ~ for all s = i~, o~ER, 
then there exists a minimal realization which is full Hamiltonian. Moreover this 
realization is necessarily controllable. 
For the degenerate Hamiltonian case, we state (the easily proven). 
Theorem 7.4. P(s) can be realized by a degenerate Hamiltonian system {A, B, C, D} 
iff there exists a matrix P(s) satisfying the conditions of theorem 7.3 and a 
co-isotropic matrix K (i.e. KJeKT=0)such Ker P(s)= Ker (P (s ) / .  
K l 
Remark 1. K can be interpreted as a degenerate Hamiltonian interconnection. 
So a degenerate linear Hamiltonian system is really a full Hamiltonian system 
with some extra internal Hamiltonian interconnections. 
Remark 2. A linear system in input-output form is of the form: 
Y.~= {(y(t),u(t))lQ( ~-~ 
or in frequency domain 
Y.~ = ((y(s),u(s)[Q(s)y(s) = R(s)u(s)}. 
We can define the transfer function G(s):=Q-l(s)R(s), so y(s)=G(s)u(s). The 
condition on P(s):=[Q(s): -R(s)] of theorem 7.3 is equivalent to G(s)= GT(--s). 
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Then G(s) has a Hamiltonian realization in input-outputform, given by 
= Ax+ Bu 
y=Cx+Du wi thAT J+JA=0,  BT J=C and D=D x 
(see for instance [17], [18]). This is easily seen to be a direct specialization of 
equations (7.2). 
8. Symmetr ies 
An important subject in the study of mechanical systems consists of the so-called 
symmetries. These are (sometimes infinitesimal) deformations of the state space 
(i.e. the phase space) which leave--loosely speaking--the system invariant. The 
existence of such symmetries gives more insight in the structure of the system. At 
the same time the symmetries can be used to derive extra integrals for the system 
--i.e. functions which are constant on the integral curves--, and so to really 
integrate the differential equations which constitute the system. Our approach will 
be to derive such symmetries on the state space from symmetries on the external 
systems. First we shall define symmetries for general (not necessarily Hamilto- 
nian) systems. 
Definition 8.1. A symmetry for an external system X CW T (see § 2) is a map ~: 
W--, W which leaves Y~ invariant; i.e. if w(.) E Y., then also 6(w(.)) E E, and if 
w(-) ~ Y. then there exists ~(.) E X such that if(if(-)) = w(.). 
Definition 8.2. A symmetry for a system in state space form X c xTx  W T is a 
map (q0, 6): XXW~XXW which leaves X invariant; i.e. if (x(.), w(.))EX then 
also (q~(x(-), ~k(w(- ))) E E, and if (x(-), w(- )) E X then there exists (~(.), if(. )) E Y. 
such that (q~(~(.)), 6('~( • ))) -- (x(.), w(. )) 
Now we turn to differential systems, for which we specialize def. 8.2 to 
Definition 8.3. A symmetry for a differential system in state space form 
Z(M,W,B,f) is a 3-tuple (cp,+,~) such that q0: M--,M, if: W~W,  ~: B~B are 
diffeomorphisms for which the following diagram 
e~ 
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Remark. Also an analogous definition for infinitesimal symmetries can be given. 
From now on we will look only at symmetries for Hamiltonian systems. The 
concept of symmetry becomes tronger in this case because we want to have that 
the symmetry preserves the extra, symplectic, structure. 
Definition 8.4. A symmetry of a Hamiltonian system is a 3-tuple (% ~k, ~) such 
that the conditions of def. 7.3 are satisfied and moreover ~*¢0 ~ = ~0 ~ and ~*~o = ~o. 
Remark .  ~o*~o = ¢0 is equivalent with (~ . ) *¢b  = i0. 
After establishing this general framework we will work out the linear Hamil- 
tonian case. Definition 8.4 easily specializes to 
Definition 8.5. A symmetry of a linear Hamiltonian system (A,B,C,D) is a 
4-tuple (Q,S,H,R) such that: (Q: W--,W, S: M--,M, H: W~X,  R:U--,U) 
(i) QTJeQ = Je, sTJS = J 




Remark 1. Notice that the feedback has the form HC; i.e, output-feedback. This 
follows from diagram (8.1) specialized to the linear case. 
Remark 2. Because S is a symplectomorphism (STJS = J) and A is Hamiltonian, 
it follows from A --- S(A + BHC)S- J that also BHC is Hamiltonian, or equivalently 
(if B is injective) that H is symmetric. We can state the following 
Theorem 8.6. Let Q be an external symmetry for a full Hamiltonian system P(s); 
i.e. P(s) satisfies the conditions of theorem 7.3, and 
(i) Ker P(s)= Ker P(s)Q, 
(ii) QTJeQ = Je, 
then there exist (S, H,R) such that (Q,S,H, R) is a symmetry for a minimal 
Hamiltonian realization (A,B,C,D) of P(s). Moreover, when Q leaves lmC in- 
variant, then H can be taken equal to zero. 
Proof. Let (A,B,C,D} be a minimal Hamiltonian realization of P(s). Then 
because Ker P(s)=Ker P(s)Q also (A,B, QC, QD) is a minimal Hamiltonian 
realization of P(s). Applying theorem 7.1 gives the result. [] 
Remark 1. In fact we could state a stronger esult: if we have a group of 
symmetries Q on W, we can easily deduce that we also obtain a group of 
symmetries S on the state space. 
Remark 2. Some related results on symmetries can be found in [19]. 
The framework sketched above is further elaborated in [22]. 
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9. Conclusion 
We have given definitions of Hamiltonian and Lagrangian systems with external 
variables, which, in our opinion, are very natural and which fit easily in notions 
like Hamiltonian vectorfields, variational principles, interconnections and symme- 
tries. Of course a lot of work remains to be done. What is most needed from the 
system theoretic point of view is a realization theory for general nonlinear 
Hamiltonian systems. The linear theory as described in § 7 gives some informa- 
tion how this might go. Also formula (4.4) of theorem 4.3. 
f t2 o Z81w(t), 82W(t) )dt ), t~2X(t 2)) , OJw(t)~" ~- O~x(tD(~lX(t2 
- -  ¢Ox(t,)(~lX(t 1 ), ~2X( t l ) )  
seems to provide a good starting point for such a theory because the left side 
contains only external terms. This is presently under investigation. 
Applications of the general theory developed in this paper can be sought for 
instance in optimization theory, which, by Pontryagin's maximum-principle, is 
closely related to our framework. From a system theoretic viewpoint classical 
thermodynamics is a very intriguing subject. It is very natural to see the pressure 
(P), the volume (V), the temperature (T) and possibly the heat flow (Q) as 
external variables. In particular it is clear that it is not natural to assume one 
variable as the cause of another, but only to assume a compatibility relation like 
(for ideal gases) PV=cT with c a constant. 
One could try to construct from such external relations a state space model, 
in terms of which the (internal) energy and the entropy are defined. From a 
historical point of view (see [1 ]) it would be interesting to investigate how far it is 
possible to construct a mechanical model for thermodynamic systems, where 
mechanical is interpreted in a broad sense (not only Hamiltonian but also some 
sort of gradient behavior). Already an attempt in this direction is made in [7, 20]. 
The same ideas applied in this paper to Hamiltonian systems can be used for 
describing a broader class of physical systems. For instance, gradient systems fit 
also naturally in this scheme. Analogous to § 1.2 we can see standard gradient 
systems in a mechanical context as follows: 
System I. m,~ = F~ where vj is the velocity, F~ the external force, m is the mass, 
which in more general gradient systems is replaced by a Riemannian metric. 
dR 
System If. F 2 = ~ which describes the force due to a friction dependent on 
the velocity. Systems I and II can again be interconnected by setting 
v I = v 2 Fi = F 2. 
So we can define a general gradient system by taking W a symplectic manifold 
and M a manifold with a (not necessarily positive definite) Riemannian metric 
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(,).  Because (,)  is nondegenerate we can again define a bundle isomorphism a: 
TM--, T*M by setting a (X) : - - (X , - )  for X E TM. T*M has a canonical 2-form 
~, so a*~ is a symplectic form on TM (compare with the definition of ~b). Then 
TM × W has symplectic form fi :=~r~'a*~- ~r~ e, with ~r I and ~r 2 the projections 
of TMXW on TM, resp. W and ~e the symplectic form on W. We call 
Z(M,W,B,f) a full gradient system if f(B) is a lagrangian submanifold of (TM× 
W, f~). 
Most of the results obtained in §§ 6, 7, 8 can also easily be deduced for such 
gradient systems. 
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